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COMM I S S ION ON  GENDER E QUA L I T Y :  

VISION AND MISSION

The Commission on Gender Equality (CGE) is an independent sta t u to ry body cre a ted in te rms of the constitution. 

The CGE is one of the institutions created to strengthen South Africa's constitutional democracy.

Equality, in our constitution, needed both promotion and protection, hence the creation of statutory

bodies such as the CGE. 

VISION

The Commission on Gender Equality is committed to creating a society free from gender discrimination,

and all forms of oppression, in which people will have the opportunity and means to realise their full

potential, regardless of race, class, sex, religion, sexual orientation, disability, or geographic location.

MISSION

To achieve its vision, the CGE will strive for the transformation of society through exposing gender

discrimination in laws, policies and practices; advocating changes in sexist attitudes and gender

stereotypes; and instilling respect for women's rights as human rights.

VALUES

Underpinning the CGE's approach and mode of operation are:

◆ The principles of justice, equality and equity.

◆ Transformation of gender relations; redefinition and redistribution of power and equal access to

and enjoyment of economic, social and political opportunities.

BELIEF

We believe that women's emancipation is fundamental to the achievement of both gender equality 

and true democracy.

APPROACH

While the constituency of the CGE is all the people of South Africa, its ta rget group is people living on th e

p e ri p h e ry, especially women in ru ral areas, on fa rms, in peri-urban areas, and in domestic emp l oy m e n t .

In carrying out its duties, the CGE will endeavour to bring to the centre the voices and experiences of the

marginalised, to become part of, and to inform the nation building and transformation agenda of South

African society.

The CGE will avoid an ostentatious and extravagant style.

The CGE acknowledges and salutes the contribution of the many individuals and organisations that

worked, and continue to work, to promote and protect gender equality, and will strive to form strategic

alliances with all of them.
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A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S
The Commission on Gender Equality acknowledges with gratitude the financial support

from government, donors and the corporate sector. In particular, the CGE thanks the

following donors:

◆ The Australian Aid Agency (AUSAID).

◆ The Austrian Aid Agency.

◆ The Charles Stewart Mott Foundation.

◆ The Commonwealth Fund for Technical Cooperation (CFTC).

◆ Department for International Development (DfID) - UK.

◆ The United States Aid Agency for International Development (USAID).

As a Chapter Nine institution, the CGE would not be able to do its work effectively

without the cooperation and support from partner organisations, among others the

Human Rights Commission, Of fice of the Public Protector, National Youth Commission,

Department of Justice and Independent Electoral Commission.

Non governmental organisations (NGOs) and organs of civil society continue to play a

crucial role in enabling the CGE to reach marginalised rural communities. This has

enabled the CGE to bring to the forefront the voices and experiences of marginalised

communities to inform and shape the transformation agenda in South Africa.

In the coming period, the CGE will work towards strengthening its relationships with

partner institutions, NGOs, government and the corporate sector. The CGE remains

committed to monitoring and promoting gender equality, and contributing to the

elimination of all forms of discrimination in South Africa.
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G L O S S A R Y
ALP - AIDS Law Project

ASA - Advertising Standards Authority

CALS - Centre for Applied Legal Studies

CBOs - Community Based Organisations

CCMA - Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration

CEDAW - Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against

Women

CGE - Commission on Gender Equality

CHOGM - Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting

COSATU - Congress of South African Trade Unions

DPSA - Department of Public Service and Administration

GAPS - Gender and the Private Sector

GCIS - Government Communications and Information System

GMAC - Gender Monitoring and Advocacy Collective

HRC - Human Rights Commission

IEC - Independent Electoral Commission

JSC - Judicial Service Commission

KZN - KwaZulu-Natal 

MECs - Members of the Executive Committee (provincial MPs)

MMF - Multilateral Motor Vehicle Accidents Fund

MPs - Members of Parliament

NGOs - Non Governmental Organisations

NVAW - National Network on Violence Against Women

NYC - National Youth Commission

OSW - Office on the Status of Women

PEI - Public Education and Information

PO - Parliamentary Office

PPPs - Public Private Partnerships

PoA - Programme of Action

RRA - Reproductive Rights Alliance

SABC - South African Broadcasting Corporation

SADC - Southern African Development Community

SALC - South African Law Commission

SANGOCO - South African NGO Coalition

SDIs - Spatial Development Initiatives

TLCs - Transitional Local Councils

VAW - Violence Against Women

WDF - Women's Development Foundation
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CH A I R PERS O N 'S FOREWORD

T R A N S F O R M A T I O N
One of the foremost challenges confronting our nation this

millennium is providing a better understanding of and commitment

to gender equality - the very reason for the Commission on Gender

Equality's existence. The socio-political and economic

transformation of South Africa is fundamentally underlined by the

imperative of redressing gender imbalances. Transformation must

provide all women and men with equal opportunities to access and

control resources, and with equal power to influence decision

making within our society. Until gender equality is achieved, and thus all forms of discrimination

eliminated, the Commission on Gender Equality's mandate unaccomplished.

C H A L L E N G E S
All organisations experience a measure of anguish while in their infancy, and the CGE is no

exception. However, we have successfully weathered the storms rationally, collectively and

firmly. The CGE has now resettled into an energetic and positive mode, and is excited about the

future and the challenges it brings.

A C H I E V E M E N T S
The following have been the most notable milestones during the past year:

◆ A major element of our wo rk is to enhance public awa reness on gender issues. One area in

w h i ch we have been demonst ra b ly effe c t i ve is in providing information and raising awa re n e s s .

Discussions at va rious fora at both national and provincial levels organised by our depart m e n t

of Public Information and Education have covered a series of gender-related topics. 

◆ A computerised database system has been ins talled for effective and efficient handling of

gender-related complaints. This will enable the CGE to carry out its mandate to investigate

any gender-related discrimination and to timeously track and monitor complaints as well as

provide speedy redress to complainants.

◆ T h rough the parl i a m e n ta ry team, the CGE has made va rious submissions to parliament. Our

i nvaluable input of viewing dra ft legislation th rough a gender lens and making appro p ri a te

recommendations has been hailed as successful. As a result parl i a m e n ta ry committees are

i n c re a s i n gly re qu e sting the invo lvement of the CGE team in policy and legislation development. 

◆ The CGE made some in-roads into the private sector with the conclusion of the Gender a n d

the Pri va te Sector (GAPS) st u d y, and a confe rence that followed. The coming year will

see us consolidating our enga gement with this key sector as we provide education,

gender inte gration tools and some monito ring of an identified segment of the secto r. 
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C O M M I T M E N T
The CGE is the only institution of its kind in Africa and one of very few the world over. The fast-

changing national, regional and global environment presents the Commission with many

challenges. In addition, the Commission works under budgetary constraints and with limited

human resource capacity. In spite of this, the CGE always endeavours to carry out its mandate in

a timeous, effective, and efficient manner. We have every confidence that we will be able to do

this successfully in the coming period.

The Commission recognises that it can successfully implement its mandate only th rough th e

s u p p o rt of and in part n e rship with all sta ke - h o l d e rs, including civil society and gove rn m e n t .

To all our part n e rs we ex tend our heart felt gratitude for their ongoing contribution and

c o n st ru c t i ve enga gement with the Commission. In particular we thank the Office on th e

Status of Women in the Office of the Pre s i d e n c y, with whom we have established a good

wo rking relationship and collabora ted with consiste n t ly.

G R A T I T U D E
Special thanks to all CGE Commissioners and staff who have worked tirelessly throughout the

year, very often under tight timeframes. The Commission is grateful to the Commonwealth Fund

for Technical Cooperation for seconding a policy adviser Everjoice Win who has assisted

Commissioners and staff in various ways. 

Finally, the CGE acknowledges with gratitude the financial and moral support that it has

received from donors. We look forwa rd to st ro n ger relations and more collaboration with

you all in this new millennium. 

N a n g a m s o !

Joyce Piliso-Seroke

C h a i r p e r s o n
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SECT ION TWO :

THE ARTIST’S IMPRESSION OF GENDER AND THE ECONOMY
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E X E CUT IV E  SUMMARY
The Commission on Gender Equality (CGE) is an independent statutory body created in terms of

the constitution to strengthen South Africa's constitutional democracy. To achieve its vision, the

CGE will strive for the transformation of society through exposing gender discrimination in laws,

policies and practices; advocating changes in sexist attitudes and gender stereotypes; and

instilling respect for women's rights as human rights. We believe that women's emancipation is

fundamental to the achievement of both gender equality and true democracy.

The Commission on Gender Equality acknowledges with gratitude the financial support from

government, donors and the corporate sector, whose immense contribution enables us to fulfil

our constitutional mandate. Non governmental organisations (NGOs) and organs of civil society

continue to play a crucial role in enabling the CGE to reach marginalised rural communities. In

the coming period, the CGE will work towards strengthening its relationships with partner

institutions, NGOs, government and the corporate sector. The CGE remains committed to

monitoring and promoting gender equality, and contributing to the elimination of all forms of

discrimination in South Africa.

CONT EX T  AND WOR K OF TH E CGE
The CGE's work is in the context of a fast-changing national, regional and international context.

Despite limited financial and human resource capacity, the CGE has continued to make notable

achievements in its area of work during the period under review, which covered the following

broad categories:

◆ Gender and the Economy.

◆ Gender and Justice.

◆ Gender Policy and Institutional Development.

◆ Gender and Democracy.

◆ Complaints.

◆ Legislative Input and Policy-Making processes.

A major element of our work is to enhance public awareness on gender issues. Discussions at

various fora organised by the department of Public Information and Education covered a series

of gender-related topics. Through the parliamentary team, the CGE made various submissions to

parliament. As a result parliamentary committees are increasingly requesting the involvement of

the CGE team in policy and legislation development. 

The CGE has strengthened its engagement with the private sector, following on the Gender and

the Private Sector (GAPS) study commissioned last year. In the coming period, the CGE will

formally implement the GAPS monitoring processes to ensure that gender equality is promoted,

protected and mainstreamed in the private sector.
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In the coming period, further attention to human resource development will be a major focus, to

ensure that staff and Commissioners enhance their capacity and skills in line with the demands of

their work at the CGE. 

F I NANC I A L STATEM EN TS
The audit report for the Auditor General on the annual financial statements for the financial year

1998-1999 was unqualified. An unqualified report means that the financial resources and

systems were prudently and consistently utilised. This was the first time that the CGE conducted

an independent audit, not as part of the Department of Justice, as was the case in the past.

SUM MAR Y OF THE CHALL E NGES AH EA D
The CGE is already facing the immense challenges posed by the new millennium. Until gender

equality is achieved, the Commission on Gender Equality's mandate is unaccomplished. The

challenges ahead for the CGE fall under the following broad categories:

◆ Gender and HIV/AIDS.

◆ Gender and Religion.

◆ Gender and the Private Sector.

◆ Men and Gender Equality.

◆ Gender and Poverty.

◆ Partnerships.
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SECT ION THREE :

THE ARTIST’S IMPRESSION OF MEN’S INVOLVEMENT IN PROMOTING AND 

PROTECTING GENDER EQUALITY
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T H E C O N T E X T O F T H E C G E ' S WORK :  A n O v e r v i e w
South Africans entered the new millennium buoyant in the knowledge that our new democracy

has taken root. This was evidenced by the national and provincial elections that took place in

June 1999. Our economic indicators also showed that the economy is doing well in general

terms. In socio-cultural terms the key word was "transformation". Transformation of the mind, of

society, and of the way in which South Africans relate to one another. Within this broad context

some of the major factors under-pining the CGE's work were: 

3 .1 UN IQU ENESS  OF  THE CGE
The CGE is the only structure of its kind in Africa and there are very few similar institutions world-

wide. The implication of this uniqueness is that there are very few examples of programmes or

work precedence that a Commission such as ours should be guided by to determine the best

way of carrying out our mandate. This has meant that most of the time we learn from our own

experience. Also unlike our Chapter Nine counterparts, the South African Human Rights

Commission and the Public Protector, who have counterparts in many countries in the region and

globally, the CGE does not have as much opportunity to learn from others. Be that as it may, the

Commission has been an inspiration for many in the region and we constantly receive enquiries

from other countries on how they can set up similar institutions. 

3 .2  R E LA T I V E  WEA KNESS OF THE WOM EN ' S M OVEM EN T
Since 1994, one of the most visible problems has been the weakening of the women's movement

in South Africa. There have been a number of explanations as to why this is so, suffice it to say,

the irony is that, it is in this new millennium, that the need for an organised and well resourced

women's movement is keenly felt. 

The CGE is not a women's organisation and therefore cannot fill this gap. Yet very of ten the

Commission feels the need to do so, and usually gets invitations to functions, or gets asked to

organise activities as if it were an NGO. 

The challenge is to resist the pressure, while at the same time not neglecting to meet the genuine

needs that are out there. A good example of this dilemma confronts our staff in the complaints

unit and provincial offices where; on one hand the CGE realises that it can not be all things to all

women, and men, yet at the same time, we are aware that for many people a CGE office will be

the only place that they can access.

3 .3 GENDE R AND POVERTY
P ro m otion of equ a l i t y, and specifi c a l ly gender equality sounds like a luxury to the millions of people

who are lite ra l ly sta rving. The CGE has to monitor the pro m otion of gender equality in a contex t
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w h e re more than 50% of the population lives in abject pove rt y. This poses a critical ch a l l e n ge for th e

CGE to wo rk even harder to expose the ge n d e red nature of pove rt y. It also means that ge n d e r

e quality has to be seen not only in abst ract te rms or as a legal matte r, but as something that to u ch e s

all aspects of women and men's lives and how this tra n s l a tes into day- to - d ay ex p e riences of people.

3.4  GEND ER A ND JUST I C E
South Africa has progressed a lot in terms of putting in place a legislative and policy framework

that promotes and protects gender equality. A major challenge remains translating paper

guarantees into practice. This was evidenced by a number of very negative statements made

from the bench by some judges and magistrates in the last year. Of note were: the judge who

gave a rapist a lighter sentence for rape because he had raped his own daughter and confined

the rape to his own family. As well as the recent ruling of the Labour Court in the Whitehead v

Woolworths case. Transformation entails changing the mind-sets of those who administer justice

and those who use the system so that women and men can truly benefit from what is on paper.

3 .5 GEND ER AND HI V/A I D S
As long as women and men do not enjoy equal rights and status in South Africa, the problem of

HIV/AIDS will continue to disproportionately affect women. Research has already shown that the

impact of HIV/AIDS is largely felt by women and young girls. Socio-cultural factors, economic

dependency, lack of decision making power and skewed access to education and employment,

affect women and girls' capacity to protect themselves from infection. It also makes them

vulnerable to sexual abuse. This coupled with lack of clear policy and intervention focusing on

women and girls means that most efforts to date have not yielded much fruit. 

3 . 6 I N S T I T U T I O N A L  M ECHAN I SM S FOR ENHANC I NG G ENDER  E QUA L I T Y
Two years ago it seemed like the process of putting in place the national gender machinery was

slow. Now most provincial offices have Offices on the Status of Women, and many government

departments have Gender Focal Points. Some of the government departments have developed

internal gender policies and the CGE commends them for this. The challenge facing the CGE is

to evaluate these mechanisms and to measure their impact. A concern that has already emerged

is the low placement of Gender Focal Points/Units within the government departments. Analysis

has shown that in order for these offices to be ef fective they must be located at a level high

enough within the government department to command respect, to participate in policy making

and planning process and to be accountable for the department's overall gender work.

3 .7 GEND ER AND THE P R I VA T E  SECTOR
The CGE's research on Gender and the Private Sector reveals that the majority of South African

companies studied are yet to promote gender equality in the workplace. The complaints that the
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Commission re c e i ves from emp l oyees who are discri m i n a ted aga i n st because th ey are pregnant or

h ave families compounds this picture. During the coming period, the CGE will st re n g then its form a l

e n ga gement with the pri va te secto r, in particular with key decision make rs in identified indust ries. 

3 .8  M EN AND GEND ER  E Q UA L I T Y
At the CGE st ra tegic planning session in 1999, the Commission decided to ta ke the issue of putting

men on the gender equality agenda as a st ra tegic objective. The CGE heeded the call that the ro l e

of men in talking to other men, is key to enhancing gender equ a l i t y. It will be inte re sting to eva l u a te

our pilot project in Kwa Z u l u - Na tal before replicating the lessons learnt country-wide. 

3 .9 PA RTNERSH I PS AND SYNERG I ES
The CGE continues to st re n g then its st ra tegic part n e rships with like minded and comp l i m e n ta ry

i n stitutions. Amongst these are: the Human Rights Commission, Public Prote c to r, the National Yo u th

Commission, and the Independent Electo ral Commission. This is with the view to maximising eff o rt s

to pro m ote human rights and ch a l l e n ge all forms of discrimination with coord i n a ted eff o rt. In th i s

re ga rd too, the CGE is mindful of some calls made late ly that the va rious Chapter Nine inst i t u t i o n s

d u p l i c a te eff o rts and that th e re is need to merge them. We would like to re i te ra te that such calls

for merger and inte grating gender in other human rights wo rk is pre m a t u re at this sta ge in our

h i sto ry as a young democratic country. It must be noted th a t: 

◆ Gender is still a new concept that many grapple with. 

◆ The human rights discourse and practice are also still relatively new.

◆ Both the above point to the need to develop sound methods and best practice for meeting

the mandates of monitoring, investigating, receiving complaints etc that are gender or human

rights related. 

◆ They also point to the need for more education to be done across all sectors of society.

◆ We believe that the CGE through partnerships enhances the work of other Chapter Nine

institutions by inputting specific gender concerns and equally we are complemented by the

presence of the other institutions. 

3 .1 0 THE CGE S T R U C T U R E  AND  M ETH OD OF WOR K
The Commission has been continually asking itself how it can best make itself, efficient, and

effective, while remaining accessible and able to respond to the demands. This in an

environment where resources are limited internally as well as externally.

The Commission has opted for a combination of a national structure and four provincial offices.

In Provinces where the CGE has no offices, it has delegated responsibility to individual

C o m m i s s i o n e rs. Gra n ted this has meant we are not able to meet the massive demands on us, but

at least we have been able to st ret ch our meagre re s o u rces and to u ch as many corn e rs of South

A f rica as possible. Where we are not able to wo rk dire c t ly, we have formed part n e rships with

other institutions and civil society gro u p s .
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SECT ION FOUR :

THE ARTIST’S RENDERING OF HOW WOMEN ARE TREATED AS MINORS IN 

TRADITIONAL COURTS – A CALL FOR TRANSFORMATION!
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WORK OF T H E  CGE
From its inception, the CGE has had regular strategic planning sessions to operationalise its

functions, as outlined in the Commission on Gender Equality Act of 1996. The work of the CGE,

at national and provincial office levels, is informed by its Programme of Action, which is reviewed

annually to ensure that it is in line with the overall transformation drive, and that it adapts to the

fast-changing context of all our work.

The work of the CGE currently falls under the following broad categories:

4 .1  GENDE R A ND TH E ECON OM Y
This area of our wo rk enables the CGE to ensure that women and men are equ a l ly emp owe red to

p a rt i c i p a te in and benefit from all areas of economic endeavo u rs. Practices and policies, that st i l l

f o ster gender discrimination and perp et u a te economic inequality are ch a l l e n ged and re d ressed. 

Under this theme, the CGE has focused on the following four broad categories:

4.1.1 Pay Equity

Working women still experience discrimination in the workplace, and one of the key issues for

the CGE is the way in which jobs are graded and valued. The lack of pay equity, or equal pay

for work of equal value, is an important source of "hidden" discrimination against working

women. The CGE has commissioned a groundbreaking piece of research to examine this, and

related issues. While the results of the study will be published in the coming year, the

Commission is developing follow up processes in this regard. 

4.1.2 Women on Farms Project

The Commission has identified women that live and wo rk on fa rms as an imp o rtant ta rget

audience. The CGE, in collaboration with the Centre for Ru ral Legal Studies in the We ste rn Cape,

i n i t i a ted a re s e a rch and advocacy project to assess compliance with the Convention on th e

Elimination of All Fo rms of Discrimination Aga i n st Women, and to pro m ote the rights of wo m e n

who live and wo rk on fa rms in the We ste rn Cape, No rth e rn Province and Kwa Z u l u - Na tal. 

The project attempted to use CEDAW as a tool to measure and evaluate the discrimination faced

by women farmworkers, and a detailed questionnaire was sent to relevant provincial government

departments. The project also involved NGOs, which were reques ted to identify the key issues

for women on farms in their provinces. The workshops indicated that women who live and work

on farms still face serious barriers in accessing services and resources, and suffer discrimination

in both their personal and professional lives. The workshops highlighted that in all provinces the

level of knowledge about CEDAW was limited on the part of both government and civil society,

and that a significant amount of lobbying and advocacy work needs to be done in this regard.

The CGE, along with its partners, is presently evaluating the process and developing a follow up

programme to educate civil society.
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4.1.3 Gender and the Private Sector

While a lot of attention has been paid to the role of government and other key role players in

advancing gender equality, not much has been done to bring the private sector on board. Yet

this sector is a key player particularly in relation to the economy. In 1999 the Commission

completed a study on Gender and the Private Sector.

The objectives of the study included:

◆ Conducting a gender audit of selected private sector institutions.

◆ A situation analysis of gender issues in the private sector.

◆ Determination of the extent of awareness amongst private sector institutions in relation to

constitutional and legal requirements and commitments made in respect of the promotion of

gender equality.

◆ Analysis of internal procedures and policies in respect of recruitment, selection, promotion

and transfer, conditions of service as well as training and development.

As a follow up to the study a national confe rence attended by approx i m a te ly 200 delega tes wa s

held in Fe b ru a ry 2000. Its main objectives we re: to enga ge the pri va te sector on the findings; initiate

a gender debate; draw out commitments on the pro m otion and protection of gender equality fro m

the pri va te secto r; and identify concrete mechanisms for monito ring pro gress towa rds this. Pa rt i c i p a n t s

included gove rnment officials, gender ex p e rts, parl i a m e n ta rians, policy make rs, NGOs, labour,

e n t re p re n e u rs, manage rs and inv i ted guests from Aust ralia and the Inte rnational Labour Orga n i s a t i o n .

Both the study and the conference have provided the CGE with clear indications of the kinds of

work that the Commission must focus on. A follow up strategy has since been adopted for

implementation in the coming year.

To assist the sector integrate gender issues in policies and every day practice, the CGE has

developed a tool, Gender Link. It is targeted at equity and affirmative action specialists, policy

makers, managers, human resource practitioners, and organisational development specialists.

The tool outlines s teps in formulating a gender policy; provides guidance on aligning human

resource policies to the objectives of gender equality; as well guidelines that relate to sexual

harassment. The tool will be disseminated in the coming year as part of the CGE's educational

strategy within the private sector.

4.1.4 Maputo Development Corridor

Spatial Development Initiatives (SDIs) are part of the government's strategy for economic

development and employment creation. It came to the CGE's attention, however, that not much

attention was being paid to gender within SDIs. The Commission undertook a four-month study

into the Maputo Development Corridor (MDC) during the period January to May 1999. It

focused on the N4 Toll Road from Witbank to Maputo, particularly on the road construction

aspects and research assignments for the pre-implementation phase. 

Key aspects of the study included:

◆ A gender analysis of the awarded Maputo Development Corridor tenders.
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◆ Interviews with officials from government departments involved in the project; the 

project manager of the MDC; and women living along the Maputo Development Corridor

regarding their perceptions of impacts relating to the Corridor Development.

◆ Analysis of how the MDC has affected the livelihood of women.

Recommendations from the study include the following: 

◆ Liaison with the SDI coordinating office for the integration of gender considerations in the

proposed community Public Private Partnerships.

◆ Sex-disaggregation of primary beneficiaries of SDI projects.

◆ Development of appropriate gender-related indicators.

◆ Development of effective communications strategies for SDI projects.

◆ Formulation of a pilot SDI project in which an integrated gender approach is tested and

implemented.

Recommendations and the subsequent follow-up strategies point to the involvement of the OSW,

SDI managers, MDC technical committee, government departments, personnel at health facilities,

the Coordination and Implementation Unit in the Presidency, as well as the Office of the Premier

in Mpumalanga. These CGE will focus on these in the new year.

4 .2  GEND ER A ND JUST I C E
The Commission was pleased to note that cer tain key pieces of legislation were enacted in

1999. These included the Domestic Violence Act, portions of the Maintenance Amendment Act

and the Employment Equity Act. The Commission also welcomed the passing by Parliament of the

Promotion of Equality Act. All of the Acts have important consequences for relationships between

women and men. 

South Africa can be justifiably proud of putting in place a legal framework in terms 

of which the rights of women and men are equally guaranteed. Yet customary

marriages (and related traditional practices) remain inconsistent with the legal and legislative

framework. The major challenge remains translating these into reality on the ground. 

In this regard, the CGE calls upon the government to put more effort to ensuring that justice is

dispensed timeously and equitably.

Gender Justice has been an important area of work for the Commission and in the past year, the

Commission has focussed on strategic interventions in litigation that will encourage law reform

and on influencing key pieces of (draft) legislation.

4.2.1 Litigation

The Commission does not have an extensive budget for litigation and has accordingly attempted

to ensure that it takes up cases that will benefit a wider group of people, rather than individual

applicants per se. In 1999, the legal department was involved in following litigation:
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A. HAFIZA ISMAIL AMOD AND THE COMMISSION ON GENDER EQUALITY V THE

MULTILATERAL MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT FUND

The applicant, a widow, had applied to the Multilateral Motor Vehicle Accident Fund (MMF)

for compensation based on the loss of support she suffered on the death of her husband in a

motor vehicle accident. 

The MMF declined to compensate the applicant for the loss of support as her marriage had

been concluded in terms of Muslim Law. The Commission applied to the Supreme Court of

Appeal to be admitted as amicus curiae and argued that, on a proper interpretation of the

common law, the applicant's claim for loss of support, as a Muslim widow, was good in law.

In a judgement handed down on 29 September 1999, the court found that the MMF was

legally liable to compensate the applicant for the loss of her husband's support and that a

Muslim spouse's right to support is worthy of "public recognition and protection". 

The case has opened the door to full recognition of Muslim marriages by the legislature, and

the Commission is optimistic that the South African Law Commission (SALC), presently

investigating issues relating to Muslim Personal Law, including Muslim marriages, will take

heed of the sentiments expressed by the Chief Justice.

The case may also influence the views of the courts and the legislature towa rds other re l a t i o n s h i p s ,

s u ch as those bet ween same sex couples, which pre s e n t ly do not enjoy legal re c o g n i t i o n .

B. THE STATE V GODFREY BALOYI AND OTHERS

This case dealt with an attempt by an accused convicted in terms of the Prevention of Family

Violence Act to have a section of the Act set aside on the basis that it violated his

constitutional right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty. The Commission was invited

by the Constitutional Court to make representations. 

Although the Act has now been replaced by the new Domestic Violence Act, the Court made

several important statements about domestic violence and the failure of the criminal justice

system to address it ef fectively. Justice Sachs explicitly recognised that the State "is under a

series of constitutional mandates which include the obligation to deal with domestic violence:

to protect both the rights of everyone to enjoy freedom and security of the person and to

bodily and psychological integrity, and the right to have their dignity respected and

protected, as well as the defensive rights of everyone not to be subjected to torture in any

way and not to be treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way".

This case has also explicitly recognised that the State is under an obligation to deal with

domestic violence, and it should serve as a warning to those organs of state that continue to

view domestic violence as a "private" matter.

C. BANNING OF THE ANTI-RAPE ADVERTISEMENT BY THE ADVERTISING 

STANDARDS AUTHORITY

The Commission appeared before the Appeal Tribunal of the Advertising Standards Authority

in partnership with Rape Crisis to argue in favour of the unbanning of an anti-rape
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advertisement. The advert, featuring South African actress, Charlize Theron, was banned

after a complaint from a group of men alleging that the advert discriminated against men. 

The Commission argued that it was in fact the withdrawal of the advert by the Advertising

Standards Authority that constituted discrimination in that it denied women a voice in

addressing an issue of profound concern to society.

The decision of the ASA to ban the advert was set aside and the advert was thereafter aired

on television. The case generated much public debate and for the first time, the advertising

industry was forced to reflect on the changing gender roles in South African society. The case

highlighted the concerns of the Commission about the many negative portrayals of women,

that abound in both the advertising industry and in other sectors of the media. (See Section).

D. THE NATIONAL COALITION FOR GAY AND LESBIAN EQUALITY AND OTHERS V

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS AND OTHERS

In this matter, the Commission supported an application by the National Coalition for Gay

and Lesbian Equality and twelve other applicants in which the rights of gay and lesbian

partners to apply for permanent residence in South Africa were in dispute. The Constitutional

Court recognised that lesbians and gays have experienced discrimination "at a deeply

intimate level of human existence and relationality. It denies to gays and lesbians that which

is foundational to our Constitution and the concepts of equality and dignity, which at this

point are closely intertwined, namely that all persons have the same inherent wor th and

dignity as human beings, whatever their other differences may be".

The Court found that the legislation in question discriminated against partners in a same sex

life relationship on the grounds of sexual orientation and marital status, and accordingly was

inconsistent with the Constitution. 

The CGE applauded the court for upholding the spirit and content of the Bill of Rights. The

judgement was a step in the right direction and a sign that all forms of discrimination, as

outlined in the Constitution, will not be tolerated in South Africa. 

4.2.2 Audit of Discriminatory Legislation

Several areas of concern were highlighted in the groundbreaking Audit Report. It included legal

reform to the sexual offences legislation, issues relating to customary law, equality legislation

and Muslim Personal Law. While extensive work was done in all these areas, only the reform to

the law of sexual offences will be discussed under this heading, as this matter will be tabled for

discussion by the SALC.

The SALC embarked on an incremental process to reform the law of sexual offences in 1999. It

released the first of three Discussion Papers, which dealt with the substantive offences, and

included a substantially amended definition of rape.  

Apart from preparing a submission to the SALC, the CGE played an important role in

encouraging debate within civil society around the issues raised in the Discussion Paper. The

Commission and the Gender Project (Community Law Centre, University of the Western Cape)
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convened three policy and advocacy workshops in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban to

stimulate debate and encourage civil society organisations to participate in the process. 

A joint submission by the Commission and the Gender Project raised the following critical issues:

◆ The extended definition of rape was welcomed, and the distinction was drawn between

penetrative and non-penetrative assaults. 

◆ The scrapping of the requirement that a survivor of rape must prove that there was no

consent to sexual intercourse, and the introduction of the requirement of "coercive

circumstances" as the central element of rape, was welcomed.

◆ Concern at the failure of the SALC to include provisions relating to sexual harassment that

occurred outside the workplace. The submission recommended that the SALC reconsider its

view in this regard.

◆ C o n c e rn was also ex p ressed about the exclusion of stalking from the dra ft bill, and the submission

recommended that the SA LC initiate an inve st i gation into this issue as soon as possible.

◆ The submission also dealt with issues relating to sexual offences against children.

The CGE hopes that the revised Act will go some way to firmly addressing sexual offences,

especially rape against women and children, which are on the increase in our country.

4.2.3 Customary Law

In this important area of work, the Commission partnered with the National Land Committee and

the Gender Research Project of the Centre for Applied Legal Studies to respond to the SALC's

Discussion Paper on Traditional Courts.

All th ree organisations we re of the opinion that the SA LC had not adequ a te ly canvassed the views of

the women who would access the services of the traditional courts. The organisations designed a pro j e c t

aimed at identifying the key issues for women in the system of traditional courts. The orga n i s a t i o n s

c o n d u c ted eight focus groups in the No rth We st, No rth e rn and Easte rn Cape and Kwa Z u l u - Na ta l

P rovinces. The focus groups included ru ral women, land re f o rm and ru ral development field wo rke rs. In-

d e pth inte rv i ews with a woman chief in the No rth e rn Province and a magist ra te with ex te n s i ve

ex p e rience in dealing with traditional leaders in the Easte rn Cape, we re also conducted. 

In a joint submission to the SALC the organisations focused on the following: firstly, the structures

and procedures of traditional courts; secondly, access, representation and participation of

women in the courts; and finally, the jurisdiction of the courts. The submission concluded that it

was critical that the Law Commission broaden its research and consultation among rural women

before finalising any report and draft legislation. 

It also recommended the following inter alia:

◆ A quota system, similar to that in Namibia, be legislated to promote full and active

participation of women councillors in traditional courts.

◆ All cases of violence against women, including domestic violence, rape, indecent assault and

child abuse, be removed from the jurisdiction of traditional courts.
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◆ A Code of Conduct be developed for presiding officers and councillors of traditional courts

to prevent abuse of authority.

The CGE is now awaiting the SALC’s report. As customary law affects the majority of rural

women, and has clear implications on the relationship between women and men, the CGE

intends to pursue the matter and ensure that gender equality is not compromised. 

4 .3  GENDE R P OL I CY  AND I N S T I T U T I O N AL D EV E L OPM ENT
In this area of the CGE's work, focus is mainly on the national gender institutions and machinery

including the Of fice on the Status of Women and Gender Focal Points in government

departments, to ensure that there is gender mainstreaming of policies and programmes in these

institutions. Following a number of requests and identified needs, the CGE has developed the

following guidelines and tools to assist with gender mainstreaming in various institutions:

4.3.1 Baseline Indicators

Recognising that there is currently no national consensus on what are the baseline indicators for

gender equality are, the CGE initiated a process to develop these in the year under review.

Commission activities and research projects in the legal and policy departments carried out

during 1999, contributed to the identification of indicators for monitoring progress towards the

achievement of gender equality.

To date a reference group has met to discuss a preliminary document put together by the CGE.

The reference group pointed out that indicators from existing instruments such as the Gender-

related Development Indicators and the Gender Empowerment Measures must be included in the

monitoring framework to be used by the CGE. It is envisaged that the baseline indicators will be

launched on International Women's Day in March 2001.

The CGE envisages that this tool will enhance the work of government, NGOs and the private

sector, by providing a measure against which the promotion of gender equality can be assessed. 

4.3.2 Transformation Framework

The Commission has made significant progress on the development of the Transformation

Framework. This Framework, aimed at policy makers and programmers in both the public and

private sectors, seeks to engage various role players in a process of dialogue, information

sharing, forming of alliances and strategic implementation of programmes based on a common

understanding of gender equality.

It addresses amongst others, why gender equality is a transformation issue, areas that need

immediate attention, and the translation of principles into practice. A process of simplifying the

Framework as a reference document has just been completed, and the final product will be

launched in August 2000. As this is an organic document designed to engage users and to get

their feedback, it will be constantly updated and improved.

4.3.3 Annual Report Card

Transformation implies fundamental and deep-seated change as well as the total restructuring

and redistribution of power and resources. The Annual Report Card was launched during
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Women's Month in August 1999. The objectives of this project include:

◆ Raising awareness about initiatives (legislation, policies, and practices) regarding the

promotion and protection of gender equality.

◆ Monitoring the implementation of legislative obligations by government, public authorities

and statutory bodies. 

◆ Highlighting best and the most undesirable practices of the role players. 

A number of secto ral respondents (i.e. gove rnment departments, sta t u to ry bodies and public

a u th o rities) will be selected each year for re p o rting purposes, effe c t i ve from the year 2000.

4 .4 G ENDER  AND D EMOCRACY
The equal participation of women and men in decision making remains one of the CGE's areas

of focus. This area of work is designed to monitor as well as engender processes. The areas of

work covered during this period ranged from education of parliamentarians on gender equality

to involvement in and monitoring of the 1999 election process.

4.4.1 Gender and Democracy Education

Key areas of work under taken in this regard related to engaging with the leadership of political

parties and conducting gender induction programmes for new MPs. Thus ensuring that the need

to promote gender equality is appreciated and understood by the highest decision-makers.

A. ENGAGEMENT WITH LEADERSHIP OF POLITICAL PARTIES

Prior to the 1999 general elections, the Commission began a series of interactions aimed at

ensuring that political parties take gender issues into account, in particular that they would

have adequate numbers of women on their candidate lists, that their manifestos addressed

issues of priority to women and that their campaigns would also target women. All political

parties were invited to meet with the Commission. 

B. GENDER INDUCTION PROGRAMME

With the inauguration of the second democratic parliament, the Commission presented all

provincial and national legislatures with an opportunity to become familiar with its work, and

how gender relates to their work. Ten workshops were held nationally, with a positive

response from all participants. Participants also expressed a desire for more workshops

focusing on a variety of issues, including sexual harassment, tradition and culture. The

Commission intends following up on these during the coming year.

4.4.2 Elections Review: A Gender Perspective

The constitutional mandate to monitor and evaluate policies and practices of independent

statutory bodies and government institutions, led the Commission to review the 1999 elections

from a gender perspective. 

The main aspects of the review were: 
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◆ Observing the election on 2nd June from a gender perspective.

◆ Development of tools and methodologies for observing and assessing election processes

from a gender perspective, which can be replicated in future elections, nationally and locally.

◆ Strengthening the Commission's relationship with the Independent Electoral Commission

(IEC), and other civic groups concerned with the elections process.

◆ Gender analysis of political party manifestos.

◆ A gender analysis of women's participation in voter registration, voter education material and

media coverage.

Recommendations that emerged from the review include:

◆ The need to conduct more re s e a rch on the impact of va rious electo ral systems on women's part i c i p a t i o n .

◆ The need for political parties to review their positions on quotas, and adopt definite targets to

ensure gender parity in politics, including in the parties' internal structures.

◆ There is need to make polling day arrangements accessible and friendly to all voters. 

◆ Voter education mate rials and processes need to convey messages dire c ted specifi c a l ly at wo m e n .

S u b s e quent to the rev i ew, the CGE published a re p o rt, which has been in demand nationally and

i n te rn a t i o n a l ly. In its activities the CGE had the opportunity to wo rk in part n e rship with va rious NG O s

and the IEC. This included a symposium convened by the Women's Development Foundation (WDF),

Commission on Gender Equ a l i t y, Women's National Coalition, South African Local Gove rn m e n t

Association, Office on the Status of Women and the Women's Emp owe rment Unit. 

In the coming period, the CGE will focus on monito ring the local gove rnment elections in ru ral areas. 

4 .5 C OMP LA I N T S
The Commission on Gender Equality Act clearly stipulates that the Commission "shall investigate

any gender-related issues of its own accord or on receipt of a complaint". The power and

functions of the Commission also include monitoring and evaluating policies and practices of

organs of state and the private sector. The complaints unit within the Legal department, received

complaints related to the following: 

4.5.1 Workplace Discrimination

The CGE is receiving an increasing number of complaints related to women's entry and

advancement into the workplace, including the public and private sector. In fulfilling its mandate

to both protect and promote gender equality, complaints are urged to first exhaust their internal

mechanisms for dispute resolution. The CGE closely monitors this process. If this has been done

and the matter remains unresolved, it is then referred to the Commission for Conciliation,

Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA), unless it does not fall within its ambit. The following are

some examples of cases of workplace gender discrimination on which the Complaints Unit is

currently working:
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◆ A woman based at a South African High Commission alleges that the current Foreign Affairs

policies relating to children's education and after-care discriminates against single parents. 

◆ An employee, who alleges that she was discriminated against because she does not wear a

uniform due to her pregnancy.

◆ An employee that was refused access to medical aid on the grounds that she failed to

disclose to the medical aid scheme that there was a change in her state of health due to her

pregnancy. This issue is of serious concern to the CGE, as it appears to be based on

stereotyped notions of seeing pregnancy as an illness. The CGE has embarked on research

to find out how widespread is this practice.  

◆ A complaint was received regarding a well-known company's housing policy that

discriminates against women. Correspondence has been sent to the company and in

response, the company has acknowledged that it will address the discriminatory issues in its

policy. The CGE will be monitoring this.

◆ The Unit received complaints that women farmworkers are working under harsh conditions in

the Free State, where they are underpaid and ill treated. The matter has been referred to the

Department of Labour in the Free State, who investigated the complaint. This is an area were

the CGE will intervene to ensure that the current developments initiated by the Minister of

Labour around the improvement of working conditions for farmworkers, takes into cognisance

the unique position of women farmworkers, who are of ten employed as casual labour.

The above complaints point to a need for the Commission to be more active in 

addressing gender discrimination in the workplace. The advancement of women in the

workplace and the successful implementation of the Employment Equity Act will not succeed

unless a conscious effort is made to deal with discrimination against women by all employers. 

4.5.2 Discrimination Against Pregnant Learners

The Commission has received three complaints on discrimination against pregnant learners in the

Western Cape, Mpumalanga and the Northern Province. The first case remains unresolved and

the CGE’s Western Cape of fice is negotiating with the Department of Education. In the other two

complaints, both schools have denied suspending pregnant learners, but have acknowledged

that they do not have policies in this regard. The CGE has requested that they commence

developing appropriate policies. 

This issue is of major concern to the CGE, as it has direct implications for the education of young

women and their future career prospects. While non cooperation from principals is an issue, it

appears that the bigger issue at stake is the lack of a clear policy by the Department of

Education. The Schools Act is silent on the issue and there is no specific policy dealing with the

matter. The CGE will intensify its advocacy with the Department of Education to ensure that there

is a clear policy in place, and that it is implemented.

4.5.3 Gender and Advertising

The Commission receives regular complaints about sexist advertisements and those that

perpetuate stereotypes about women's roles in society. These complaints are forwarded to the

Advertising Standards Authority (ASA), and responses communicated to the complainant. Further
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to this, we have developed a good working relationship with the ASA, which calls upon us to

comment on complaints it has received.

The CGE's relationship with ASA will be further strengthened in the coming year, when the

Gender, Advertising and Broadcasting Report is published. The Report will be used to

constructively engage the ASA and other roleplayers including advertising companies and

broadcasters, on the need to promote and protect gender equality in all the media. 

4.5.4 Femicide

The Unit is currently working on three major cases of femicide. It is estimated that 70% of women

who are murdered are killed by their intimate partners. To this extent femicide is closely linked to

domestic violence in all its forms. While a great deal is being done by organisations around

domestic violence, very little is being done to address femicide. The Commissioner is concerned

about the failure of the criminal justice system to deal adequately with domestic violence.

The Commission's immediate aim is to draw public attention to femicide and encourage the

judiciary to take a more serious approach to this issue.

4.5.5 Gugu Dlamini: HIV/AIDS case

Gugu Dlamini was killed after making her HIV/AIDS status known publicly. The Commission re c e i ve d

a complaint that th e re have been no prosecutions on this matter and that the police inve st i gation has

been slow. The deputy dire c tor of prosecutions in Kwa Z u l u - Na tal has informed the CGE that an

i n qu e st will be conducted, and regular updates will be provided. It has also emerged that the AIDS

L aw Project at CALS will be appointing an atto rn ey to re p resent it on the matte r. 

4.5.6 Administration of and Access to Justice

A major challenge remains that of implementing legislation effectively and timeously. The

following three areas relating to administration of and access to justice, based on complaints

received or matters initiated by the CGE, illustrate this:

A. RAPE

The CGE followed up on a sto ry run by the Mail & Guardian n ews p a p e r, where a docto r,

i n stead of assisting an eight year old girl who had been raped and was bleeding, assisted th e

p e rp et ra tor fi rst. The girl was made to wait for four hours before any attention was given to her.

The CGE has re c e i ved a full re p o rt from the Provincial Department of Health in Kwa Z u l u - Na ta l

and the doctor concerned, and is curre n t ly considering appro p ri a te follow up st ra te g i e s .

B. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

The following complaints are being dealt with in relation to domestic violence:

◆ A complainant alleges that the magistrate was biased in determining a case relating to

domestic violence. 

◆ A complainant was abused by her husband over a period of three years. She failed to

get an interdict because the magistrate said there was insufficient evidence of abuse. Her

assault charge was also disregarded. The CGE corresponded with the National Director
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of Prosecutions, the case was re-opened and the perpetrator arrested. The accused also

ignored his bail conditions and will now also be charged with contempt of court. The

prosecutor has assured the CGE that the matter will be finalised this time.

C. MAINTENANCE

Most of the complaints received by the Commission revolve around maintenance, and more

specifically the administration of justice in relation to such issues.

The following cases typifies the kind of complaints the CGE has received in this regard:

◆ A complainant obtained a maintenance order aga i n st the respondent who defa u l ted and

n ow owes R7 350 in arre a rs. When the complainant appro a ched the court she wa s

i n f o rmed that the file was missing. When the respondent was subpoenaed, he failed to

a p p e a r. A wa rrant of arre st was issued but never enforced. When the respondent did appear

in court no order for arre a rs maintenance was made, on the basis that he had deposited th e

m o n ey into the complainant's account by allege d ly showing invalid deposit slips. 

◆ Another major problem experienced by complainants is tracing the children's fathers. At

present the maintenance court continues to make this women's responsibility because the

provision for the appointment of maintenance investigators in the Maintenance Act is not

yet in operation. This creates serious problems for women who barely have resources to

get to court to claim maintenance. 

The CGE will continue pressurising the Department of Justice to appoint maintenance

investigators as soon as possible.

The following are highlights of the Complaints Unit successes:

◆ The setting up of a computerised database system. As soon as this system is operational

in the provinces, it will alleviate many of the delays currently experienced in transferring

complaints from the provinces to head of fice. The system also enables the printing of

weekly and monthly reports that give a quantitative view of the complaints received.

◆ A complaints administrator was appointed who takes initial information from

complainants, deals with telephonic requests for assistance, refers complaints to interns,

and deals with all correspondence between head office and provinces all in an attempt

to effectively coordinate complaints. This has strengthened the capacity of the unit.

◆ The appointment of a head of the Unit has ensured that there is a person whose main

duty is to oversee the handling of complaints, both from head of fice and the provinces.

◆ The unit has developed a fairly good working relationship with other stakeholders such as

maintenance officers, the Advertising Standards Authority and some private sector

companies such as recruitment agencies. 

The following are key challenges that still need to be addressed:

◆ The definition of a gender-related complaint. To this end the CGE invited the Australian

Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission to assist with the development of

guidelines and criteria.
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◆ Unrealistic expectations that the CGE can and should help everyone solve their

complaints. Because many women do not have access to other means to redress their

problems, they tend to look to the CGE to take up their cases. This often puts pressure on

the Commission - which has limited resources and whose mandate is also limited - as

there are other institutions and agencies best suited to handle some of the complaints.

Through the public education and information, it is hoped that communities will be

educated on the kinds of complaints the CGE can deal with.

E a rly trends from the Complaints Unit indicate, unsurp ri s i n gly, that domestic violence and access

to maintenance remain serious problems for many women. Complaints re c e i ved by th e

Commission indicate that women are still ex p e riencing delays in accessing relief and many are

u n awa re of their rights. The Commission will be monito ring the imp l e m e n tation of the Domest i c

Violence Act and the amended Maintenance Act in 2000. The complaints also indicate the ga p

b et ween the laws on paper and their imp l e m e n tation. The CGE is in the process of developing a

d a tabase of gender service organisations to whom women can be re fe rred for assistance. 

D. CUSTOMARY LAW

The delay in the coming into operation of the Customary Marriages Act continues to

prejudice women in these marriages. The CGE will work with the Department of Justice in

addressing this issue. Complaints related to customary law relate mainly to the right of

women to inherit property. The complaints received in this regard are significant in that they

further point to the urgency of pursing and following up on the related SALC process.

4 .6  P UB L I C A T I O N S
The CGE has limited its publications to a few strategic ones, as part of a strategy that will ensure

the focus of its work is balanced between the literate and the illiterate sector of the population. In

the coming period, the CGE will be working towards developing innovative communication tools

to effectively communicate and provide information to the rural population. 

During the period under review, the following key publications were produced:

4.6.1 Working Women's Manual

As part of the CGE's role of promoting gender equality, the Commission produced the Working

Women's Manual. It attempts to provide accessible, easy to read information to women who fall

within the lowest paid sectors of the economy. The Manual was launched by the Secretary-

General of COSATU and the Deputy Director-General of the Department of Labour at the

Commission's Private Sector Conference in February 2000. It includes chapters on the Basic

Conditions of Employment Act and the Labour Relations Act and comprehensively deals with the

rights set out in the two Acts. Special attention was paid to the needs of domestic workers. The

Manual also deals with health and safety issues and discrimination. It also includes a list of

service organisations at the end of each chapter, with full contact details.

P rior to the re s e a rch and the writing of the M a n u a l, an ex te n s i ve process of consultation wa s

u n d e rta ken to ascertain what information women needed. The Gender Coord i n a to rs of Trade Un i o n s

we re included in this process, as we re organisations with specific focus on wo rking women. 
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4.6.2 Redefining Politics

In a part n e rship initiated by the Pa rl i a m e n ta ry Women's Group, the Commission, to gether with a number of

other organisations produced a publication focusing on women and democracy in South Afri c a .

The book Redefining Politics - Women and Democracy in South Africa profiles the lives of some

women in the first democratic parliament of South Africa. It provides insight into the issues of

gender in political parties, and outlines concerns of women voters.

4.6.3 Gender and the Private Sector (GAPS) Report

The GAPS Re s e a rch and Confe rence Re p o rts provide findings to the study on the secto r, while th e

c o n fe rence Re p o rt is an ove rv i ew of proposed st ra tegies for engaging the pri va te sector on ge n d e r

e quality pro m otion in the wo rkplace. The tool, Gender Link, to be used in monito ring the pri va te

s e c tor in this re ga rd is also included in the Re p o rt. Gender Link provides a step by step guide to

d eveloping and implementing policies and best practise to pro m ote gender equality in wo rkplaces. 

4.6.4 Maputo Development Corridor (MDC) Research Report

The MDC Report contains findings from a pilot study of SDIs - part of government’s strategy for

economic development and job creation. The Report also outlines recommendations on how the

SDIs could be effectively utilised to promote gender equality and ensure that both men and

women from these economic development initiatives.

4.6.5 Report on Elections Review: A Gender Perspective

This publication is a consolidation of experiences and lessons learnt in observing and assessing

the 2nd June 1999 elections from a gender pint of view. The Report also contains

recommendations on how future election processes could be made more gender sensitive. 

4.7  L E G I S L A T I V E  RE FORM AND P O L I C Y -M AK I NG  P R O C E S S E S
Legislative and policy-making processes are driven by the CGE's parliamentary office, in liaison

with the Legal Department. The Parliamentary Office (PO) was established in November 1998

and formally launched in March last year. A means by which the Commissioner engages

Parliament is by making written and oral submissions to committees. These submissions normally

focus on particular pieces of legislation. However, where necessary, the Commission also

approaches committees on other issues of relevance. These are made to the Commission’s PO.

The Gender Monitoring and Advocacy Collective (GMAC) was established by the PO in

September 1999. The Group functions as an information sharing forum for NGOs, activists and

community organisations. Thus enabling the Commission to engage directly with various sectors.

The CGE will continue liasing with the Group, as part of its strategy to strengthen its relations

with organs of civil society.

The CGE made the submissions into the following pieces of legislation in the last year:

4.7.1 Equality Legislation

E quality legislation was identified as a key area of concern for the Commission in 1999, 

and the CGE welcomed public hearings convened by Pa rliament. Two wo rkshops we re 
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held to consolidate the submission and a re s e a rcher was contra c ted to fa c i l i ta te th e

p ro c e s s .

The major points in the CGE's submission were:

◆ Concern about the ability of the Magistrates' Courts to deal with equality cases and a

proposal that an interim tribunal, consisting of the South African Human Rights Commission

and the Commission on Gender Equality, be established to deal with these cases.

◆ The exclusion of the CGE from playing any meaningful role in the imp l e m e n tation and monito ri n g

of the legislation was viewed with great concern and proposals we re made to ensure that th e

Commission's role in ensuring effe c t i ve imp l e m e n tation of the legislation is included.

◆ The Commission also proposed an amended definition of gender.

Some of the recommendations, particularly with regard to an enlarged role for the CGE, were

incorporated into the final version of the legislation. The CGE is looking forward to being

involved in the implementation of such a fundamental law and to ensuring that gender issues are

mainstreamed upfront. 

4.7.2 Witchcraft Act 

As a follow up to the recommendations of the Conference on Witchcraft Violence, the

Commission organised and facilitated a follow-up conference in November 1999. The objective

of the conference was to review the Suppression of Witchcraft Act of 1975. The resolution taken

at the conference was that the existing legislation be reformed. The Commission will be making a

submission to the relevant policy-making structure, and will advocate for the proposed legislation

to be gender-sensitive. In the coming period, the CGE will continue in its public education

endeavours on witchcraft violence, targeting the Nor thern Province.

4.7.3 Other inputs 

Inputs to the following legislative processes were made through the Commission’s submissions:

◆ Rental Housing Bill.

◆ Nuclear Energy Bill.

◆ Nuclear Reactor Bill.

◆ Administrative Justice Bill.

◆ Open Democracy Bill.

◆ Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Bill.

◆ The Firearms Control Bill.

◆ Violence Against Women.

◆ Municipal Systems Bill.

In engaging new legislation, the Commission evaluates the national policy framework as well as

South Africa’s international obligations in terms of gender equality. Through an assessment of

these instruments the Commission presents alternatives and makes recommendations, which in its

consideration will render the legislation more effective in advancing gender equality.
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4 .8 CAMPA I GNS
C a mpaigns serve as valuable tools for public education and information dissemination on ge n d e r

e qu a l i t y. The department of Public Education and Information coord i n a tes campaigns from the national

o ffice, and ove rsees imp l e m e n tation at provincial and local levels, in liaison with the provincial offi c e s .

Notable campaigns underta ken during the period under rev i ew include the following: 

4.8.1 Women's Day in the Legislature

The Commission played a major role in organising Women's Day in Parliament together with the

Legislature, attended by women from the local communities. This initiative was well received and

a lot of mileage was gained through engaging with provincial decision makers and exposing

women to how the legislative system works. This has proved to be a useful educational tool, and

its future utilisation is being explored.

4.8.2 Women's Month

The 9th of August is National Women's Day, devoted to all women in South Africa in recognition

of their struggle against discrimination and oppression. The day also commemorates the historic

march by some 20 000 women to the Union Building to protest against the pass laws.

Since 1998 the CGE has taken on the responsibility for coordinating the national celebrations

and acknowledgement of the day, as well as the week surrounding it. This being the second year

in this role, the CGE was able to use the lessons and experiences of the previous year's activities

to plan and prepare for this year's event. This year Women's Week was extended to Women's

Month as organisations throughout South Africa celebrated, honoured, mourned and

acknowledged South African women. The theme for the year was "Women Unite, Break the

Silence" to encourage women to speak out with one voice against domestic violence and unfair

discrimination. 

The activities carried out were quite varied and included:

◆ Marches, workshops, conferences and seminars.

◆ Film screenings.

◆ Dinner ceremonies.

◆ Speeches and discussions.

◆ Launches (associations, publications, of fices, etc.).

◆ Concerts.

◆ Distribution of materials.

◆ Radio and television interviews.

Government, community organisations and groups, private sector and non governmental

organisations all participated in this year's Women's Month activities. Representatives of various

organisations in the different sectors were involved from an early stage in the discussions and

planning for the month, and were key to the implementation of many of the activities planned.

In addition to supporting the activities of other organisations, the CGE also organised and h o ste d
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nine activities in th ree provinces. From the media fe e d b a ck and responses from our net wo rk and th e

ge n e ral public, the theme of Women's Month was most appro p ri a te and was one that re c e i ve d

t remendous cove ra ge and mention at the diffe rent activities th roughout the country.

4.8.3 16 Days of Activism

This internationally recognised campaign runs from 25th November to 10th December. The

theme for the year was "Women Unite, Break the Silence" and it encouraged women to speak

out with one voice against domestic violence and unfair discrimination. 

The CGE in part n e rship with the National Net wo rk on Violence Aga i n st Women (NVAW) and

Education and Training Unit provided training on the Domestic Violence Act.The training was aimed

at NGOs, CBOs, trade unions, political parties and gove rnment departments, all of which have

joined the call to end Violence Aga i n st Women. The Commission and it part n e rs felt it was imp o rta n t

to raise awa reness on this vital legislation so that women can, in turn use the law effe c t i ve ly. 

4 .9  PUB L I C  EDUCAT I ON A ND I N F ORMA T I ON 
One of the CGE's functions is to provide education and raise awareness on gender issues. Since

the Commission's inception, public education work has taken up a substantial amount of the

CGE's human and financial resources. Part of the reasons why women and men remain unequal

in practice is due to the negative attitudes that pervade our society. Through the Public Education

and Information department and provincial officers, the Commission carried out the following

key educational activities in the year under review:

4.9.1 Gender Dialogues

Gender Dialogues are debates about topical themes on gender issues. These debates are

planned and facilitated by the CGE staff in all nine Provinces. Two key dialogues were held at

national level. The first focussed on the provision of affordable anti-HIV/AIDS drugs to rape

survivors. The second focused on gender mainstreaming in the workplace drawing on the

experiences of the Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission. The CGE will

continue with these series of dialogues as they enhance debate on key issues and provide a

forum for a rich exchange of information, amongst all sectors.

4.9.2 Exhibitions

The Commission participated in several national and regional exhibitions. These exhibitions gave

the CGE the opportunity to interact with its target audience as well as to distribute thousands of

posters, pamphlets and other materials. These exhibitions also provided a platform to exchange

ideas on outreach programmes as well as feedback on the programmes offered by the

Commission to the public. 

A very strategic exhibition that the CGE participated in was the Zimbabwe International Book

Fair (ZIBF) whose theme was Gender, and the country of focus was South Africa. Several staff

members and Commissioners participated in both the exhibition and Indaba (the conference).

The ZIBF is a premier book event in Africa and the CGE was able to input in discussions on;
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book development policy, publishing, and women's participation in all these activities. For some

staff members, this was their first exposure to an international forum of this kind and to gender

activists from all over the world.

4.9.3 Regional Workshops

Regional workshops are used by the Commission to educate and to provide information to the

public. Workshops are conducted and facilitated by CGE staff together with Commissioners.

They cover thematic issues of concern in the particular Province. A total of 40 workshops were

conducted. The regional processes highlighted the need for the CGE to facilitate the

establishment of gender forums, which would educate and provide the public with information on

gender equality. The main constraint facing the CGE in this regard is lack of adequate funding.

In the coming period, sponsorships and other innovative fundraising strategies will be

investigated to ensure follow up on these workshops.

4.9.4 Gender and Advertising

The CGE commissioned Vuleka Productions to undertake a research study on Gender,

Broadcasting and Advertising. The Report from the study will be used to engage both the media

and the corporate advertising sector on gender equality. The research is still ongoing and once

finalised, the Commission will identify a follow up strategy in the coming year.

4.9.5 Use of Mass Media

The Commission approached the SABC for monthly Radio Talk Shows on gender issues. The

radio slots were made available to the CGE in ten radio stations that cater for ten of the eleven

official languages. The only language not catered for was English, because Commissioners are

already interviewed from time to time by English radio stations.

In 2000, the Commission will continue with these programmes, which have helped bring it closer

to the national population. While the Commission is grateful to the SABC for its continued

support towards the promotion of gender equality, there are other areas of concern relating to

stereotyped depiction of women by the public broadcaster, which the CGE intends persuing.

Radio Talk Shows are also used by the Commission to gauge the extent of our community

outreach. During shows listeners are afforded the opportunity to phone in and ask studio guests

questions. Every CGE radio slot is followed by an increasing number of complaints and queries

from the public soon thereaf ter. As such radio and general media exposure of the CGE will be

prioritised in the coming year, for effective public education on gender equality.

4 .10 CGE WE BS I T E
The CGE continues to manage its we b s i te, which provides up-to - d a te information on ge n d e r

d evelopments in South Africa. The we b s i te includes the CGE re p o rts and press releases. It also

p rovides a platform for any member of the public in or outside the country to inte ract with the CGE.

W i th the increasing imp o rtance of information te chnology and management, the CGE will be re -

e n g i n e e ring and re-designing its we b s i te to ensure that it is more effe c t i ve, efficient and user-fri e n d ly. 
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4 .1 1 P ROV I N C I A L  OP ERAT I ONS
The department of Public Education and Information manages provincial operations. In Provinces

with CGE of fices, provincial staff facilitate the implementation of the CGE's National Plan of

Action, under guidance from the Provincial Commissioners.

4.11.1 Western Cape 

The CGE's provincial office was established in Cape Town in September 1998 and its presence

has been made well known through different activities. Of significance are the various workshops

that were held in the last year, in partnership with other organisations. These have helped to put

the CGE on the map, and also to strengthen our capacity to reach various constituencies whom

we could not have reached on our own. 

The main activities undertaken as part of broader and ongoing public education and information

dissemination process are as follows:

A. MASCULINITY PROJECT

As one of the strategies to address the problem of violence against women, the CGE has

initiated a project on Masculinity. In November 1999, the CGE called together a group of

key role players working in the area of masculinity and/or with issues on men and gender. It

is anticipated that more workshops of this kind will be facilitated in future. 

B. PROJECT ON WOMEN AND THE ELECTIONS

During June, July and August of 1999, the CGE embarked on a project in partnership with U

Managing Conflict to monitor the participation of women during the national elections. The

project was in three phases, namely:

◆ Pre-election – which involved research and training of observers.

◆ Observation of the elections on 2nd June.

◆ Post-election – comprising of the review and evaluation of the project.

The provincial office will be following up on some of the projects started last year. Efforts are

under-way to identify more organisations within South Africa and beyond to cooperate on

the project. The involvement of men in gender work is of importance internationally and there

is need to develop programmes that are sus tainable in this regard. 

The forth-coming local government elections will enable us to deepen the work on gender

and elections that we started last year.

Violence against women and young girls continues to be a key area of concern, and the

office will strengthen its networking with other partners to address this immense problem. 

4.11.2 Northern Province

The Northern Province is among those prioritised by the CGE due to its demography. The

province is mostly rural and the majority of women are in the periphery. Specific provincial

challenges relate to increasing incidents of witchcraft violence. 
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Main activities undertaken were: 

A. MEN'S MARCH

Men organised a march to condemn Violence Against Women. A memorandum was handed

over to the Speaker of the Legislature who received it on behalf of the Premier. Men from

throughout the province attended the march. 

B. WITCHCRAFT VIOLENCE

This issue continues to be of concern in the province and the CGE is following up on work

started in 1998. A workshop to propose changes to the Witchcraft Suppression Act was held

in November 1999. In addition, a play on witchcraft violence has been commissioned. The

play will be used in our public education work in the province as part of the Roadshows on

Witchcraft Violence taking place in the coming period, targeting youth at schools.  

C. ENGAGEMENT WITH TRADITIONAL LEADERSHIP

The office continues to work with traditional leadership on various topics. Traditional values

and beliefs still hold sway in the province and as such the Commission has been organising

or participating in fora engaging traditional leaders on gender equality and how they can

play a role in advancing it from their vantage positions. A two day seminar on “Traditional

Laws of Succession” was held, which highlighted the vast extent of gender-based

discrimination in these traditions. Various work was done in collaboration with our Legal

department on Customary Law and traditional judicial structures. The CGE visited Tribal

Courts of the Venda, Tsonga and Northern Sotho to gather information to be used in

informing recommendations on the transformation of the structures. These initiatives are being

consolidated for inputs into the various policy-making and legislative reform processes on

these areas in the coming period.

4.11.3 KwaZulu-Natal

The KZN office's work grew during the year under review. Demands from provincial government

structures, civil society organisations and various interest groups are becoming more frequent.

One of the office's key areas of focus relates to Virginity Testing. This is based on the concerns

and needs identified in past regional workshops and other public engagements. 

Main activities, during the period under review, include the following:

A. VIRGINITY TESTING

The office has successfully facilitated dialogues and debates with different stakeholders on

this issue. Virginity Testing is increasing at a fast rate, and the CGE's role is to ensure that

cultural and other practices do not hinder gender equality, and those that do should be

challenged. In the coming period a consultative conference on Virginity Testing will be

hosted to bring a variety of stakeholders to find a positive and constructive solution,

particularly as the practice is now increasingly being encouraged. 

B. GENDER TRAINING FOR MEN

This programme has been in its pilot stage during the period under review. It will be
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evaluated in due course with a view of replicating it in other provinces. In carrying out this

programme the CGE targeted specifically, men whose professional lives have a significant

impact on gender relations and women's rights. Some of its objectives are outlined below.

The objectives of gender training for men pilot programme are to:

◆ Engage men in discussion on the meaning of "gender". 

◆ Interrogate the stereotypes that society has on the roles that have been ascribed to

women and men.

◆ Look for ways of defining "gender" and "gender equality" as encompassing both women

and men.

◆ Look into the issue of masculinity and its relationship to gender and gender equality.

◆ Begin dialogues between women and men on the changes that have to take place in

order to transform society and thereby seek common ground on which to address gender

inequalities that continue to plague our society.

◆ Establish a forum from which men can begin to question their own thinking around the

indivisibility of human rights, and seeing women's rights as human rights. 

◆ Develop training material on this in order to extend the project to the other parts of the

country.

The programme has so far assisted the CGE in building a strong support base among men

committed to gender equality in the Province. 

4.11.4 Free State

The CGE of fice in the Province was opened towards the end of 1999, although much notable

work has already been conducted during the period under review.

Main activities include the following:

A. GENDER DIALOGUES

Gender Dialogues on the subject of maintenance we re conducted in Phuthaditjhaba and

We l kom. These forums aff o rded ord i n a ry women and men an opportunity to dialogue with

g ove rnment on obstacles th ey encounter in accessing maintenance in their area. The Commission

also used forums to educate and inform the participants about the new Maintenance Act. 

B. MEN`S FORUM

The Commission, in cooperation with Thusanang Advice Centre in Qwaqwa, facilitated a

Gender Awareness workshop to the Men's Forum. The men's forum comprises men in

influential positions within various sectors of government and civil society who have initiated

a programme of men for change. It is envisaged that this group will facilitate the formation of

similar structures throughout the region and conduct gender awareness programmes aimed

specifically at men, in particular young men. Most of the activities in this regard will be

guided by the evaluation of the pilot programme on gender training for men. 
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4.11.5 Gauteng, Mpumalanga, Northern Cape, Eastern Cape and North West

Not all of the above Provinces yet have offices. Gauteng is large ly served by head office, while

M p u m a l a n ga is served by the office in KZN. The oth e rs are served by Commissioners from oth e r

p rovinces and supported by sta ff from head office. This has meant that the Commission has not

been able to plan long-te rm pro grammes for these provinces. The main st ra tegy has been to

respond to inv i tations when these come and re s o u rces permit. The Commission still hopes to make

its presence more effe c t i ve in these provinces, and will continue to seek re s o u rces for this purp o s e .

Main activities and challenges:

◆ Regional wo rkshops are still the main f o r a for enga gement with local st ru c t u res as well as for

identifying gender issues. A series of these took place in Mpumalanga and in the No rth e rn

Cape. The follow-ups to these will be fa c i l i ta ted in the coming ye a r. 

◆ In some provinces such as the Northern Cape, the CGE has established working

relationships with locally based institutions, the legislature and NGOs. The Commission will

also strengthen these relationships, through which it can take forward its mandate. 

◆ Gender Dialogues were held in some of the provinces. These also helped the CGE to gather

information on how women have experienced the new laws that have been put in place, for

example maintenance laws. 

4 .12 SUP POR T  S ERV I C E S
The Re s o u rce Centre, Finance department and Communications Units function as support services to oth e r

d e p a rtments and Commissioners, as their wo rk cuts across all departments and activities of the CGE.

4.12.1 Communications 

The Communications Unit is responsible for imp l e m e n tation of the CGE's inte rnal and ex te rn a l

communications st ra tegies, which include media liaison. The Unit also manages CGE events for

exa mple, confe rences and wo rkshops, and ove rsees the edito rial and production of CGE's publications. 

In the coming period, the Unit will be strengthening its relations with the media, and will organise

various events to ensure that the CGE receives positive publicity.

4.12.2 Resource Centre

The Commission's Resource Centre continues to acquire information for use by the public and

those involved in advocacy and research on gender. The Centre currently houses a collection of

2 800 publications and 32 videos. Recently acquired videos cover topics such as teenage

pregnancy, female genital mutilation, rape, violence against women, trafficking in women, the

girl-child, HIV /AIDS and discrimination in the workplace. The Resource Centre now boasts an

extensive collection of regularly updated law reports and statutes.  

Information sought by users covers subjects such as gender statistics, women and development,

child prostitution, gender training, economic empowerment of women, violence against women,
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portrayal of women in the media, women and technology, women in the private sector and

witchcraft violence. In the past year information enquiries were received from government

ministers and officials, students, the public, NGOs, individuals and organisations from other

SADC countries, United Nations agencies, health workers and teachers.

The Resource Centre regularly hosts speaker series in which guests are invited to talk about

various topics. The target audience for these seminars is NGOs, government officials, students

and members of the public.

During the period under review, the Resource Centre hosted two seminars. The subjects covered

were Women and HIV /AIDS, and the Status of Women Refugees in South Africa. The Centre

plans to continue hosting such seminars in the coming period.

4.12.3 Finance 

The Finance department ensures that all the CGE's work is in line with the budget, by monitoring

the departmental and provincial office budgets. A major area of the department's work is in

overseeing the CGE's audit processes. The department also ensures that office supplies, such as

stationery, and other equipment are in s tock and in good working condition. The department will

offer training for all the other departments to ensure that all staff and Commissioners use the

proposed new financial accounting systems effectively and appropriately.

The coming period will see the Commission on Gender Equality focusing on the following key are a s :

◆ Gender and the Private Sector: consolidating our monitoring and educational work.

◆ Women on Farms: more education and policy advocacy.

◆ Customary Law: advocating reforms in the law.

◆ Local government: monitoring the forthcoming elections from a gender perspective. 

◆ Intensifying public education and information programmes. 

◆ Strengthening the complaints unit and analysing data gathered therefrom to influence our

input into law reform. 

◆ Follow up all the research done in 1999-2000 as per research recommendations. 

◆ Develop and consolidate programmes focusing on gender, religion, culture and masculinity.

◆ Making gender education an integral part of the formal education syllabus from pre-primary

to tertiary.

◆ Making gender education an inte gral part of non-formal and informal education pro gra m m e s .

◆ Infusing gender awareness into the socialisation of boy and girl children.

◆ Infusing gender-sensitivity into every socio-economic sphere of society.

◆ Mobilising resources to promote the agenda of gender equality throughout all sectors of

society.
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SECT ION F IVE :

THE ARTIST’S REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN AND THE DISPROPORTIONATE 

‘EFFECT’ OF HIV/AIDS
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HUMAN  RESOURCE D E V EL O PM ENT
The human resource development component of the CGE's work is funded in the main by the

British Government's DfID. During the period under review an organisational development

consultant was sub-contracted to develop the relevant training programmes, in liaison with staff

and Commissioners. The following training and capacity development programmes were

implemented during the period under review:

◆ Computerised Project Management - CGE staff at professional level (just below that of

Deputy Director) attended this course to develop their project management skills. This was

seen as necessary in view of the fact that most of the CGE’s work is project-based.

◆ Advanced Office Management - the course was aimed at upgrading staff at secretarial level

to the level of personal assistant.

◆ Commissioner Training - this ongoing programme covered training in monitoring, lobbying

and advocacy, and in the future it will also include Heads of Departments.

◆ Secondment to International Institutions - staff were seconded to international institutions

working in the field of gender equality, human rights and anti-discrimination, in order to gain

exposure and learn from what is being done elsewhere. 

◆ International Conferences - were mainly attended by Commissioners to expose them further

to gender equality and human rights debates and discussions. In some conferences and

seminars, Commissioners were required to make presentations on the experiences of the CGE

in South Africa.

◆ Human Resource Management Training - this training is ongoing for line management to

enable them to deal with human resources matters within their departments, in the absence of

a full-time HR manager in the CGE.

◆ Reception and Frontline Course - was attended by the CGE's receptionist to improve skills in

this area, as the reception is the public's first point of contact with the CGE.

◆ Gender Training - was attended by all staff and Commissioners to ensure that the same

perspective and common understanding of gender is shared by all CGE staff. This training

also facilitated better internal communication as staff were exposed to the various areas of

work of the CGE’s various departments. 

◆ Management Training - this training was for sta ff at Deputy Dire c tor and Dire c tor levels and

i nvo lved sta ff from the Human Rights Commission as well as the office of the Public

Prote c to r. The fi ve modules cove red st ra te g y, finance, people, knowl e d ge and pro j e c t

m a n a ge m e n t .
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◆ Technical Assistance: The CGE secured the services of an Adviser, Everjoice Win, through the

Commonwealth Fund for Technical Cooperation, (CFTC). Ms Win has strengthened our

capacity through working closely with various members of staff. In this process she has

imparted skills in areas which include; gender analysis, project design and report writing. 

In the coming period, to fill the gaps that still exist, human resource development will cover

training in the following areas:

◆ Computer Training - this is part of ongoing training to ensure that staff are ef ficient in their use

of internal systems, including email, computer skills and information management.

◆ Language Training - the CGE is a progressive organisation, which also works with a diversity

of people. To ensure that staff in various departments can liaise with the public, courses on

some African languages and English will be conducted.

◆ Commissioner Training - ongoing training on monitoring, evaluation and advocacy will be

conducted for Commissioners.

◆ Training on Public Service Administrative and Financial Requirements - the CGE is treated as

a public service department for purposes of financial accounting. This training will develop

staff skills on financial and administrative requirement expected of the organisation.

◆ Team building - follow up sessions on team building and teamwork will be under taken in the

coming period.
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SECT ION S IX :

THE ARTIST’S IMPRESSION OF GENDER AND THE ECONOMY
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F I NA N C I AL REPORT

6.1  CHA I R P E RSON ' S REPORT
In the past, the Commission on Gender Equality had its annual audit to financial statements

conducted as part of the Department of Justice. This is the first year for an independent CGE

audit. The audit  report on the annual financial statements for the period 1998-1999 were

unqualified (meaning there were no inconsistencies in the financial statements). 

Despite the CGE's limited financial and other resources, we successfully achieved and made

notable progress in our area of work, none of which would have been possible without the

support and cooperation from our donors and the Department of Justice.

The coming period will see the Commission on Gender Equality focusing on the following key

areas:

◆ Intensify our lobbying and advocacy to ensure that proposed legislation (particularly with

direct impact on gender equality) is reviewed and appropriate suggestions made through

submissions. This is a mammoth task, which the CGE cannot successfully undertake without

the cooperation of and critical partnership with civil society.

◆ Strengthened focus on HIV/AIDS, poverty eradication and rural areas will be a major area

of focus and a challenge in the coming period.

◆ Other key areas include follow up on the gender and the private sector, and a review of the

local government elections. 

The CGE has been allocated a budget of R12.2 million by Parliament for the next financial year.

While this allocation is significantly lower than the amount of R16 million requested by the CGE.

In the execution of its duties, the Commission will continuously strive to use its financial resources

efficiently and prudently.

Joyce Piliso-Seroke

Chairperson
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REPORT OF THE AUD ITOR-GENERAL ON THE F INANC IAL STATEMENTS OF THE
COMMISS ION ON GENDER EQUAL ITY FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 1999

1. AUDIT ASSIGNMENT

The financial statements as set out on pages 1 to 5, for the year ended 31 March 1999

have been audited in terms of section 188 of the Constitution of the Republic of South

Africa, 1996 (Act No. 108 of 1996), read with sections 3 and 5 if the Auditor-General

Act, 1995 (Act No. 12 of 1995) and section 9(3) of the Commission on Gender Equality

Act, 1996 (Act No. 39 of 1996). These financial statements, the maintenance of effective

control measures and compliance with relevant laws and regulations are the responsibility

of the Accounting Of ficer. My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial

statements and compliance with relevant laws and regulations, applicable to financial mat-

ters, based on the audit.

2. REGULARITY AUDIT

2.1 Nature and Scope

2.1.1 Financial Audit

The audit was conducted in accordance with generally accepted government auditing

standards which incorporate generally accepted auditing standards. These standards

require the audit to be planned and performed to obtain reasonable assurance that the

financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes:

- examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the 

financial statements,

- assessing the accounting principles used and significant est i m a tes made by management, and

- evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.

I believe that the audit provides a reasonable basis for my opinion.

2.1.2 Compliance Audit

Furthermore, an audit includes an examination, on a test basis, of evidence supporting

compliance in all material respects with the relevant laws and regulations applicable to

financial matters. I believe that the audit provides a reasonable basis for my opinion.

2.2 Audit Opinion

2.2.1 Unqualified Opinion: Financial Audit

In my opinion, the financial sta tements fa i rly present, in all mate rial respects, the financial posi-

tion of the Commission on Gender Equality at 31 March 1999 and the results of its opera t i o n s

and cash fl ows for the year then ended in accordance with pre s c ribed accounting pra c t i c e .
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2.2.2 Unqualified Opinion: Compliance Audit

The transactions of the Commission on Gender Equality that I have examined during the

course of the audit were in my opinion, in all material respects, made in accordance with

the relevant laws and regulations, aplicable to financial matters.

3. APPRECIATION

The assistance rendered by the Commission during the audit is sincerely appreciated.

Signed by R.K. Nayager

for Auditor-General

Johannesburg

7/1/2000
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THE COM M I S S I O N  ON GE NDER  E Q UA L I T Y
B ALANCE  SHEE T AS AT 31 MAR CH 1999

Notes R

CAPITAL EMPLOYED

Distributable Reserves 2,055,410

Donor Funded Project Balances 2 (1,000,000)

Non Distributable Reserves 1,053,239

2,108,649

EMPLOYMENT OF CAPITAL

Fixed Assets 3 1,325,630

Net Current Assets 783,019

Current Assets 1,846,777

Bank 1,818,437

Prepaid Expenses 28,340

Current Liabilities 1,063,758

Creditors 63,758

Donor Funded Projects Balances 2 1,000,000

2,108,649

Joyce Piliso - Seroke Phumelele Ntombela Nzimande

Chairperson Deputy Chairperson

Signed at Johannesburg on 30TH  November 1999
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TH E C OMM I S S I O N  ON G END ER  EQU AL I TY
I N COME STA T EMENT  FOR  THE Y EA R E NDED 31  MAR CH 1999

INCOME 13,408,398

Government Funding 10,244,000

Donor Income 2,937,654

Interest Received 223,632

Publication Sales 3,112

EXPENSES 11,352,988

Communications 419,106

Consultants Fees 116,762

Depreciation 287,799

Entertainment 59,897

Finance & Legal Costs 104,067

Maintenance & Service 236,335

Office Rental 490,224

Office Supplies 195,811

Rental  Photocopier 31,034

Remuneration of Commissioners 1,784,341

Remuneration of Staff 3,583,289

Staff Advertising 171,117

Travel & Accommodation 952,768

Capacity Building 202,080

Economic Empowerment 284,351

Gender Framework 99,120

Law & Justice 220,200

Political Empowerment 114,556

Public Awareness & Education 1,907,948

Safety & Security 92,183

SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR 2,055,410
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TH E C OMM I S S I O N  ON GE NDER E QUA L I T Y
CASH F LOW STATEM ENT F OR THE YEAR  END ED 31 MA RCH  199 9

Cash generated /(utilised) by/to operating 

activities 2,378,627

Cash generated/(utilised) by/to operations 4 2,119,577

Donor Funded Projects Balances (1,000,000) 

Interest received 223,632  

(Decrease)/Increase in working capital 5 1,035,418

Cash utilised in Investment activities 560,190  

Acquisition of fixed assets 6 560,190     

Net (outflow)/inflow 1,818,437

Cash effects of financing activities   

(increase)/decrease in cash and bank 1,818,437
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N OTE S TO THE F INA NCI AL STATE ME NT FOR TH E YEAR ENDED
31 MARCH  1999

1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The annual financial statements of the Commission on Gender Equality are prepared on the

historical cost basis in conformity with generally accepted accounting practices.

1.1 Income and Expenditure

Income and expenditure are accounted for on the accrual basis.

1.2 Government Grants

All government grants are accounted for in the Income Statement for the year, which it

relates.

1.3 Fixed assets and depreciation

Fixed assets are shown at cost less accumulated depreciation. Fixed assets are depreciated

on the straight-line basis at rates which will result in each asset being written off over its

useful life.

1.4 Operating income

Operating income includes donations, interest received and government grants.

2. DONOR FUNDED PROJECT BALANCES

These are balances of funds received for projects from Donors. The nature of projects

envisaged are completed over two financial periods thus the transaction to enable the

transfer of funds in the second financial period.
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3. FIXED ASSETS

3.1 Motor Vehicle

Net Value 67,095

Cost 78,550

Accumulated Depreciation (11,455)

3.2 Furniture

Net Value 1,033,575

Cost 1,078,264

Accumulated Depreciation (44,689)

3.3 Equipment

Net Value 224,960

Cost 456,615

Accumulated Depreciation (231,655)

4. CASH GENERATED BY OPERATIONS 2,119,577

Net surplus /(loss) 2,055,410

Adjustment: Depreciation 287,799

Interest received (223,632)

5. (DECREASE)/INCREASE WORKING

CAPITAL  1,035,418

(Decrease)/Increase in creditors (28,340)

(Increase)/Decrease in debtors 1,063,758

6. ACQUISITION OF FIXED ASSETS 560,190

Motor vehicle 447,486

Furniture 34,154

Office Equipment 78,550

7. No comparative figures are reflected since no transfer payments were affected by the

Department of Justice to the Commission prior to 1 April 1998.
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SECT ION SEVEN :

THE ARTIST’S IMPRESSION OF MEN’S INVOLVEMENT IN PROMOTING AND 

PROTECTING GENDER EQUALITY
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CONCLU S I ON - C h a ll e ng e s  i n t h e  2 1 s t C e n t ury
We still have a long way to go on our road to achieving real gender equality. In particular many

women in South Africa are still to experience equality in their homes, in public places, at work,

and in their day to day lives. South Africa is often hailed internationally for its constitutional and

legislative framework which has guaranteed that women and men are treated equally in various

facets of life. However, what remains is turning the paper guarantees into reality. We also still

have the challenge of changing the mind-sets of every woman and man in our society. The

Commission on Gender Equality has, since its inception, strove to contribute towards these

changes. The twenty first century sees us with some experience gained over the last few years,

with new tools, and our partnerships - ready to do more. 

C H A L L E N G E S
The CGE operates in the context influenced by the ever-changing global, continental and

regional socio-economic and political environments. The major challenge facing the CGE is

translating its PoA into an effective operations strategy that will ensure the promotion and

protection of gender equality in the following critical areas of society:

7.1  G END ER  A ND H I V/A I DS
Part of what has been learnt about the spread and impact of HIV/AIDS is its gender dimensions.

The disproportional ef fect of HIV/AIDS infection on women and children calls for monitoring of

programmes and campaigns to ensure gender mainstreaming in South Africa’s efforts to combat

the disease. This challenge extends to our role and influence in similar regional and international

processes. 

7 .2 G ENDER  AND REL I G I ON
Religion is an influential social institution, which entrenches beliefs and practices in society. As

such it is imperative that it plays a role in promoting and promoting equality (including gender

equality) for all. The CGE has the mammoth challenge of engaging various religions and

religious denominations, in a changing political context of South Africa, Southern Africa and the

Continent.

In this regard partnerships are being forged at tertiary institution level as well as by engaging

The Church and various religious institutions - as they represent the country’s biggest non

governmental organisation. The approach at tertiary level, is part of the CGE’s challenge of

engendering content and curricula of future religious leaders. The CGE will strengthen its

engagement with the church and various religious institutions. This is an ongoing challenge

facing the CGE - strengthening its relations with civil society.
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7 .3 GENDE R AND TH E P R I VAT E  SECTOR
Engaging the private sector on its role in promoting and protecting gender equality in

workplaces will be a challenge for the CGE. The trend in the complaints being reported to the

CGE indicate the private sector’s general reluctance to keep abreast of the transformation taking

place in our countr y. In engaging the private sector, the CGE will partner with progressive

companies in SA, who have commenced the implementation of anti-discrimination policies in

workplaces. Hopefully, the corporate sector will learn from the best practices and policies

adapted by other corporate colleagues. The private sector has to realise that promoting and

protecting equality for all will benefit the companies - as good corporate citizens, and will also

yield financial dividends.

7 .4  MEN AN D  G END ER  EQUAL I TY
The lessons from the pilot on the masculinity/ men and gender equality project will be

consolidated in the coming period. Although involving men in the promotion of gender equality

is an ongoing challenge facing the CGE, the lessons from the pilot will further strengthen the

CGE’s initiatives in this regard. 

7 .5 GENDE R AND POV ERTY
The CGE will continue in its efforts to engage the population on the need to promote gender

equality. The process of following up on recommendations of the Poverty Hearings is a

challenge, as we strengthen our relations with civil society. The CGE will continue making

contributions in other poverty eradication structures including the Poverty Forum. Monitoring of

the post-Job Summit processes is a challenge, which the CGE embraces, to link the gendered

nature of job losses and poverty.

7 .6 GENDE R AND JUST I CE
The progress of our legal and constitutional framework is currently clouded by the seeming

regressive decisions by some magistrates and judges. Transforming the mindsets of administrators

of justice is imperative. Having a legal framework is a significant milestone, which must be

backed by access to these structures. However, courts should be seen to play their role in

upholding the constitutional imperatives of equality for all. Some recent decisions from both

magistrate courts and the bench pose challenges in advancing gender equality.

7 . 7 P A R T N E R S H I P S
The coming period, the CGE has committed itself to strengthening its critical partnerships with

sister organisations, organs of civil society as well as with regional and international partners.

This with a view of maximising efforts on promotion of equality for all and the elimination of all

forms of discrimination. The CGE, as a unique chapter nine institution, is well placed to enhance

greater understanding of gender equality with its partners. Its understanding and appreciation of

other issues is equally complemented by its relation with partners. 
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SECT ION E IGHT :

THE ARTIST’S IMPRESSION OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
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COMM I S S IONERS O F  T H E  CGE
During the period under review, the following serve as Commissioners for the Commission on

Gender Equality:

◆ Joyce Piliso-Seroke: Chairperson. 

◆ Phumelele Ntombela-Nzimande: Deputy Chairperson.

◆ Zubeida Barmania.

◆ Elize Delport.

◆ Farid Esack.

◆ Priscilla Everson.

◆ Pinkie Mbowane.

◆ Beatrice Ngcobo.

◆ Manana Tlake.


